


● Hoboken Mayoral Election 
(Debaun Auditorium - 10/28/17)

If you vote in Hoboken, you forfeit your 
ability to vote in your hometown*



● Events
● Big/Little
● Chinese Yoyo











● Lanterns!
● Moon cakes!
● MILK TEA!!!



● Play games/compete against 
other clubs

● Pita Pit
● 10/3 at 9 PM
● Babbio Atrium







CSA

Big

Little

Clans





Red Phoenix, Black Turtle, White Tiger, Blue Dragon. Long ago, the four Chinese 
mythical creatures lived together in harmony within the Chinese Student 
Association kingdom. Then everything changed when the boredom and 

graduation drought rained through the empire. Only good GBM’s could stop them, 
but when the world needed them most, they disappeared. Two presidential terms 

later, the last three blue dragon eggs began to hatch out of the ashes. And 
although their presidential skills are great, they have a lot to learn before they’re 

ready to recover the kingdom. But with the help of the few remaining descendants, 
the Chinese Student Association can restore its greatness again.

The Black Turtle clan could not escape due to their slow and unresponsive 
actions. Only three remained due their hiding and uncommon speediness. The 

White Tiger clan leaders ultimately contracted the graduation and boredom 
disease respectively as well. Seeing this, they knew they had to send their 

children off into the wild to keep their bloodline pure. However, the youngest 
couldn’t keep causing a separation between the other two. The Red Phoenix clan 
was barely saved through the drought due to their ability to rise from the ashes. 
Only one family line, headed by Geoffrey Lim remained to continue the legacy.
The blue dragons initially lived together in their kingdom where they raised their 

family lines and nurturing healthy descendants. However, they soon realized that 
the other clans had been struck by the drought and knew they had to do 

something.
The first blue dragon, Karen Kong, flew throughout the different areas and found 

two black turtles and two white tigers roaming around the area. She adopted them 
into the family line and settled down in a forest where they could all roam around 

freely to their choosing. The second blue dragon, Abby Kaye, flew outside the 
mainland search for any descendants. There it found the stray small white tiger 

and other black turtle. With its two new descendants, the blue dragon settled in the 
high airy mountains. The third blue dragon, Laura Eng, remained in their home 
territory watching over its homeland. It strengthened its original family line and 

continued to grow in numbers.
From there the four lines (the three blue dragons and red phoenix clan) channeled 

their inner elements. Red Phoenix burned as fire. The first blue dragon became 
one with the earth. The second blue dragon flew around in the open air. The third 

blue dragon began to uncover what other secrets the water held.
Fire, Earth, Air, Water. It was these four elemental clans who became destined to 

restore CSA to its greatness again.







Big Little Form  Big Little Reveal
Due 10/2          10/12
(Monday)      (Thursday)










